The optical and electronic properties of quantum dots are critically influenced by the electronic states around the last occupied first empty levels. Using density functional theory calculations we show three alternative ways to alter the optical response of highly stable, highly symmetric hydrogen-terminated fullerene and polycrystalline Si quantum dots: small shape changes, applied uniaxial strain and exohedral doping. The demonstrated effectiveness renders symmetry lowering, the common theme of these processes, as a promising concept for deliberately adjusting optical response.
Introduction
Si is a material of primary importance for nanotechnology. For this reason its emergent nanoscale properties, such as the celebrated photoluminescence [1] , generated considerable interest. It was found on many occasions that the light emitted by the Si quantum dots (QD) correlates well with size, according to the quantum confinement predictions [2] [3] [4] . To cover the entire visible spectrum, intense experimental [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and theoretical efforts [2] [3] [4] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] are currently focused on understanding the intimate connection between the structure and optical properties of ultrasmall 1-2 nm in diameter Si QDs.
Depending on the core structure and the arrangement of facets, Si QDs can have different symmetries. Earlier works were focused on understanding size-and shape-dependent properties of selected Si QDs with bulk-like crystalline cores [2] [3] [4] [11] [12] [13] [14] . More recently, in response to advances in nanofabrication that begin to allow controlling the shape and the crystalline structure of QDs [24] [25] [26] , attention was called to Si QDs with non-bulk structures, such as the highly symmetric polycrystalline and fullerene Si QDs [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . These structures proved to be very stable Si forms in the very small size range.
Being more symmetrical than the crystalline bulk-like Si QDs, fullerene and polycrystalline Si QDs have distinct electronic and optical properties. As in the case of an atom, the high symmetry of a QD brings electronic degeneracies and enforces strict selection rules for the transition between levels. Many transitions mediated by the electric dipole operator are forbidden and the last occupied (HOMO) first empty (LUMO) gap is generally different from the optical gap (energy of the first allowed excitation). Of course, if there is no symmetry there is no degeneracy and all transitions are allowed. In bulklike Si QDs the level of symmetry is low and the optical gap is usually well represented by the HOMO-LUMO gap.
Much of the success in building electronic devices stems from the ability to intervene in the electronic states around the fundamental band gap. This has stimulated efforts in modulating the electronic states around the HOMO-LUMO levels in Si QDs. One explored possibility is changing the quantum confinement via Si QD shape changes. Investigations based on band-structure methods indicated that large aspect ratio changes within the same size bulk-like motif [2, 12] are needed to induce a significant effect. Another possibility is to use lattice strain, a method that has been long exploited in microelectronic devices with great success. In bulk-like QDs, stress alters the intrinsic inter-atomic distances and modifies the energy levels of bonding electrons to the extent that changes in the HOMO-LUMO gap are produced [21, 22] . Finally, doping with impurities [23, 27] is another intensely researched possibility. The present study focuses on probing the effectiveness of these processes in the context of highly stable, highly symmetric Si QDs. An important observation is that these processes are a source of symmetry lowering and this guarantees qualitative differences between the original and modified electronic states of Si QDs. To characterize these differences we turn to first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Results reveal a remarkable effectiveness and give evidence that highly symmetric Si QDs are exciting structures for both fundamental and applied research.
In all the cases discussed here, the change of symmetry is combined with other effects that influence the density of electronic states and level spacings. Regarding the modulation via shape change, we investigate the consequences of the small variations from spherical to ellipsoidal Si QDs, such as in the Si 80 and Si 96 cages of I h and D 6d symmetries shown in figure 1. Because these Si QD partners have a slightly different number of atoms, differences in the electronic spectrum are also due to the presence of more electronic states.
We have recently predicted highly symmetric polycrystalline Si QDs [17] with ellipsoidal shape that display a surprising behavior. Although the same-size H-saturated spherical Si 100 and ellipsoidal Si 120 QDs associated with I h and D 6d symmetries, respectively, are practically isoenergetic, their electronic and optical spectra are very different [17] . In this context, the new DFT calculations presented here, comparing a collection of I h and D 6d fullerene QDs, strengthen the conclusion that small shape changes affect the optical response.
In the strain effect study, we compare highly symmetric Si QD structures with precisely the same number of atoms but various aspect ratios caused by various levels of mechanical squeezing. By following the evolution of the electronic states of moderately squashed H-saturated I h Si 100 QD, we demonstrate that the loss of symmetry combined with strain is able to lower electronic degeneracies and tune optical absorption.
Finally, we compute the effect of exohedral Na doping. We show that, without causing significant changes in strain and shape, doping introduces new gap states and symmetry lowering, which leads to nondegenerate electronic levels. The relaxation of the selection rules occurs to the extent that the HOMO-LUMO gap becomes a good approximation for the optical gap.
Method
The structural optimizations and optical property calculations reported here were carried out with DMol3 [28, 29] . Symmetry-constrained closed shell DFT calculations were performed in the generalized gradient approximation, which combines the Perdew-Wang correlation with the Becke exchange functional. The standard double numerical polarized basis set was utilized.
The convergence criteria for optimization were 2 × 10 −3 Hartree Bohr −1 and 2 × 10 −3 Bohr for energy gradient and atomic displacement, respectively. Calculations were considered converged when the forces on all ions were less than 2 × 10 −3 Hartree. To study the strain dependence, the Si QD structures were optimized under the constraint of fixed distance between the pentagonal Si rings located at opposite poles.
Results

Effect of small shape changes
A quantitative comparison of the stability, optical and electronic HOMO-LUMO gaps for a collection of H-saturated I h fullerene Si QDs and their same-size D 6d partners is presented in table 1. Note that a direct comparison of the formation energy is possible because all QDs have identical stoichiometry. Data reveals that fullerene Si QDs have high formation energies. The slight differences in shape (see the listed aspect ratios) and symmetry hardly affects their stability. However, the optical gaps are significantly different even within the same-size QD partners, indicating that the spectral properties of these cages are not only size-but also shapedependent. Note that the polycrystalline I h (D 6d ) Si QD [17] can be constructed by placing a fullerene Si 20 (Si 24 ) core inside a Si 80 (Si 96 ) shell. It is then interesting to note that the HOMO-LUMO gap of Si fullerenes is less sensitive to shape than in their polycrystalline assemblages [17] , where the combination of a squeezed core and a stretched shell in the ellipsoidal Si QD induces significant changes in the electronic levels around the gap.
For more insight, figure 2 details the electronic energy levels and optical absorption for the representative case of the largest considered partner Si fullerenes. The lack of unresolved degeneracies at the Fermi surface proves the stability of both QDs. As expected, due to the I h symmetry, the Si 80 H 80 fullerene behaves as an artificial atom exhibiting high degeneracies and level spacings. The two highest occupied levels, HOMO − 1 (h g ) and HOMO (h u ), are both fivefold (h)-degenerate (with ten electrons in an electronic quintet level), while the two lowest excited states, LUMO (a g ) and LUMO + 1 (t 1u ), are single (a) and threefold (t)-degenerate. The lower symmetry of the Si 96 H 96 fullerene is reflected in the reduced degeneracy and smaller spacings between electronic levels. There are only single levels, such as HOMO (b 1 ) and LUMO (a 1 ), and double (e)-degenerate levels, such as HOMO − 1 (e 4 ) and LUMO + 1 (e 1 ).
Figure 2(b) shows that, although the HOMO-LUMO gaps of the two QDs are similar, the optical gaps are very different. The ellipsoidal shape dramatically shifts optical absorption toward lower energies (longer wavelengths), as previously obtained in polycrystalline Si QDs [17] . This intriguing behavior is rationalized based on the high symmetry of these QDs, more precisely from the selection rules for first-order optical transitions. These rules can be determined based on group theoretical arguments: transitions involving emission or absorption of electric dipole radiation require nonzero values for the matrix element of the electric dipole operator between the initial and final states. For a QD with I h (D 6d ) symmetry, the dipole should transform as the t 1u (e 1 and b 2 ) irreducible representation of these symmetries. For an allowed zerophonon transition the t 1u (e 1 or b 2 ) representation should be contained in the direct product of the initial and final levels' representations. Consulting product tables [30] , one finds that the HOMO-LUMO transition is forbidden in both cases. For the I h QD the first allowed transition is from HOMO − 1 (h g ) to LUMO + 1 (t 1u ) and has an energy of 3.6 eV according to our DFT model. For the D 6d QD, a transition at 2.9 eV from HOMO − 4 (e 1 ) to LUMO (a 1 ) is possible if the incident light polarization is perpendicular on the main C 6 axis.
Effect of external strain
We now focus on the complex relationship between Si QDs and uniaxial strain. Figure 3 demonstrates that squeezing the polycrystalline Si 100 H 60 leads to gradual spectral changes. In the stress-free state, the distance between the pentagonal Si rings located at the opposite poles is 12.8Å. To impose an external compressive strain, the structure was relaxed while keeping these rings at a reduced distance (by 1% and 4%). The procedure involved freezing the vertical Cartesian coordinates of the Si atoms located on these pentagonal rings. The resulting h squeezing, locked in place by these imposed constraints, reduces the I h symmetry to D 5 d.
In spite of the differences in the electronic energy levels, figure 2(a), squeezing does not introduce new orbital states but produces splitting of the highly degenerate levels. A careful visualization (not shown) of the patterns for the frontier orbitals obtained a perfect correspondence between the orbitals of the stress-free and squeezed QD. This correspondence is listed in table 2. Note that the spatial distribution of the frontier orbitals is given in [17] and [20] and therefore is not repeated here. The displayed energy levels under 1% and 4% uniaxial strain demonstrate that, while the new symmetry dictates the allowed degeneracies, the amount of splitting is actually determined by the external strain. This point emphasizes once more the need for the accurate atomistic description of strained bonds provided by DFT. Another observation is that the split levels inherit the parity (g-gerade or u-ungerade) of the original degenerate level. Turning to differences in optical absorption, figure 3(b), in the stress-free case the first allowed transition between the HOMO − 3 (h g ) and LUMO + 1 (t 1u ) at 3 eV is allowed since the direct product of these irreducible representations contains t 1u . Under squeezing these electronic states split, as indicated in table 2. The first absorption peak splits into three, due to the transitions from a 1g to a 2u , e 1g to a 2u , and a 1g to e 1u . For the strained D 5d symmetry selection rules allow a zero-phonon transition whenever the direct product of the states involved contains either an a 2u or an e 1u irreducible representation (the appropriate irreducible representation for the dipole). It follows that the HOMO-LUMO transition is still forbidden, but the three transitions mentioned above are allowed. The systematics of the behavior can be studied from the data of table 3, summarizing the optical and HOMO-LUMO gap changes for all I h complexes under 4% strain.
Effect of exohedral Na doping
Finally, the H-saturated polycrystalline I h QD was doped by substituting two H atoms located on opposite pentagons with two Na atoms. To explore the effect of symmetry, we considered two locations for the Na atoms: in one case doping fully removed the point symmetry, while in the other symmetry was only reduced to C i . The obtained electronic states, presented in figures 4(a) and (b), reflect this loss in symmetry: All degeneracies are removed and, for the C i symmetry, all the orbitals have either a u or a g as irreducible representations. The HOMO-LUMO gap is lowered substantially in both cases, to about 1.8 eV. The HOMO and HOMO − 1 levels are well separated in energy from the other more densely occupied levels. The projection of the total density of states (DOS) on the two Na atoms and the rest of the QD cage, as well as the pictures of the frontier orbitals presented in figure 4(b) both indicate that these levels are introduced by doping, specifically by the electron transfer from Na to QD. The LUMO level has a similar electronic distribution with the LUMO level of Hsaturated I h QD [17] .
Comparison of figures 4(c) and (d) with 2(b) reveals the spectacular impact of symmetry loss on the optical spectrum. Significant absorption at energies below 3 eV can be accomplished for the doped QDs. It is also interesting to note that, although the electronic levels are very similar for the two doping cases, there are still differences in the optical response. This is because in the non-symmetric case all transitions between the occupied and empty levels are possible, including the HOMO-LUMO one. For the C i case, the optical dipole transitions are possible only between states with different parity. As a consequence, the optical gap is set by the HOMO − 1 to LUMO transition, which is very close in energy to the HOMO-LUMO gap.
Conclusion
The continual development of nanotechnology will provide a greater range of artificial Si QD structures with high symmetries. As in real atoms, the energy levels of highly stable and symmetric Si QDs are quantized and organized in shell structures. The question we addressed is whether it is possible to alter the optical and electronic properties of such highly symmetric Si QDs while preserving their stability. DFT calculations carried out on fullerene and polycrystalline structures 1-2 nm in diameter demonstrated qualitatively that this can be readily accomplished via small shape changes, small applied uniaxial strain and exohedral doping. This remarkable sensitivity, peculiar to these QDs, was interpreted using group theory arguments in terms of the lowering of symmetry enforced by the aforementioned processes. A general observation emerging from our work is that the concept of symmetry lowering could prove useful for advancing Si optoelectronics.
